
                               
 

Table Bases 
 

Atc offers a wide variety of table bases in cast aluminum, stainless steel, extruded aluminum, 
galvanized and powder coated steel, cast iron and stainless steel clad steel plates.  

 
Amanda bases are fabricated of type 201 stainless steel.  Amanda bases were new in 2011 and 
are an exclusive design and material ideal for seaside environments.  They have stainless steel 
columns and a cast aluminum spyder.  Available in small medium and large sizes, as well as a 
rectangle model, bar height columns and a flip version to complete the line, the Amanda is a 
very elegant base and very well priced.  
 
The Andalusia base, which looks identical to the original Dessi base from Spain, has come from 
China now for many years.  The Andalusia base series is available only in black.  Andalusia -3 
bases used in pairs can be modified to provide ADA clearance under a 32” x 48” table top.  The 
design of the bases was upgraded in 2015 as was the packaging with no price premium.  The new 
bases are easier to assemble, more stable and solid in use and are much more robust as well.  
 
Aspen bases flip and nest for easy storage of tables. Aspen is stocked in polished and Pepper 
powder coat.  There is a new cart now available with an improved design that is half the price of 
the previous one, so it should be easier to sell carts.  
 
Bistro cast iron bases are imported directly by us and have a superior quality level.  We use a 
brass insert for the adjustable glides to avoid the problem of glides rusting frozen in the cast 
metal.  We use a two bolt system on both the top and bottom to prevent the spyder from turning 
or the column turning in the base plate as is often the case with the single bolt system found on 
less expensive Bistro style bases.  
 
 
Econox bases are a polished 304 stainless steel clad base over a plastic encased cast iron 
structure. It can be used in salty environments without fear.  It uses the same columns as the 
Jennifer and can be made into bar heights with the same extensions.  
 
Futura is a brushed type 201 stainless steel clad steel plate available in square, round and 
rectangle in various sizes.  The Futura is very low profile and is standard with stainless steel 
columns and a cast aluminum spyder.  Futura is available in a 28” diameter weighing 63 lbs and 
with a large spyder for carrying large tops.  A special 28” comes with a larger column and is 
designed to handle an umbrella as well.  There is also a Futura bolt-down.   New in the stainless 
version are also a variable height 20” square that has a gas shock allowing infinite height 
adjustment from table to bar height and also from cocktail table (about 17” )to table (about 29”) 



height.  The low ones should be great for converting lounges to additional dining seats or for 
hotel rooms or suites cocktail tables to dining height.   A 20” square with umbrella capability is 
also available in addition to the 28”  
 
Futura is also available in Black, which is a powder-coat finish on a galvanized steel plate. A 
Black Futura rectangle and a 28” diameter have made the black line virtually equivalent to the 
Stainless version.  Because of the zinc galvanizing, these are fine for outdoor use as well.  
 
Jennifer bases are made with heavy weight aluminum castings, polished and clear coated, or 
with our Black Pepper powder-coated finish.  We add a hidden cast iron weight to all Jennifer 
bases to provide added stability.  The Black Pepper colored powder coat matches the Aruba 
chairs and Oviedo chairs.  All Jennifer bases have a “D” ring as shown in the catalog which 
includes a purse hook for ease of chaining these together when they are left outside at night.  The 
Jennifer 5 is suitable for tables up to 48” diameter.  This year we are introducing an extra-large 
cast aluminum “X” spyder for the Jennifer-5 replacing the 5 leg cast iron spyder.  The Jennifer 5.  
is available in both finishes and has larger feet, a larger column and of course a larger spyder.  
The extra-large ALUMINUM X spyder  does better handle the teak tables since it matches with 
the X shape of the wood supports.  The Jennifer rectangle is also becomes an ADA base with a 
special bracket replacing the cross bar to be able to meet ADA wheelchair accessibility 
requirements.  
 
Rainbow is a new extruded aluminum flip base which is made of anodized aluminum, ideal for 
waterfront locations. Anodizing provides sure protection against corrosion.  A new Flip 
Rectangle is now available.  Additional non-flip versions of Rainbow will be added as 
manufacturing capacity becomes available.  
 
The Stone base is specially designed with a welded steel square tube frame on top to handle 
ATCOstone™ and other large and heavy tops without any wiggle or other movement. This year 
there will be a small, a medium, a large and a rectangle to handle all sizes of the ATCOstone 
tops and other heavy tops.  
 
B and C series, Ashley, Elgin, Litchfield and Cooper bases are available from us to fill out the 
line.  The Ashley and Cooper as well as the chrome C-series are made with steel spinnings used 
over a cast iron base plate.  While Bistro bases are cataphorized and can be used outside, other 
cast iron bases should not be used outside unless the client understands that they will have to be 
repainted regularly.  
 
New Zinc Galvanized steel bases designed to work especially with the new Industrial Stone 
tops will be introduced shortly.  These are still in the final stages of design and will be presented 
as soon as possible.  
 


